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Fresh, young pleasure. Joy, enjoyment and pairing versatility.
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PAIRING SUGGESTIONS

Viña Alberdi stands out for its food-pairing versatility. As a result, it is an ideal companion to appetisers, snacks
and barbecues, perfect with rice, pasta and creams, and great with lightly-grilled meat and fish.
Serving temperature: 17ºC.
ANALYTICAL DATA
Alcohol Content Total Acidity
(Vol.)

TASTING NOTES

Reduc. Sug.

13.5% 5.7 g/l 1.18 g/l
150 cl

6

75 cl

6 12

37,5 cl

12

Lively, medium depth garnet red withan intense pink rim. The nose stands out for the intensity of fresh aromas
of ripe red fruit, wild strawberries, currants and raspberries, against a balsamic background with notes of vanilla,
toasted caramel, bakery, coffee and sweet mints. Warm aromatic entry, with good structure and balance and soft,
amiable tannins. The aromatic harmony persists on the finish, with marked freshness and balance. Long in the
mouth, it offers a magnificent expression of classic ageing.
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